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Abstract—For the effective applying digital images, certain exclusive techniques need to be applied to cut down the bit number for 

effective visual illustration of images and production. The division dealing with processing, digital pictures for the further practical 

application of representation and production is known as image compression, also called picture coding.UVW means 

UnseenVisibleWatermarking, has become a creative technique of hiding data, the methodology developed for visible, unseen 

watermarking, maintains the benefits of visible watermarking and invisible schemes. It provides better generality, simplification with 

higher security.The Audio, Video digital formatting and Image illustrations are getting very popular and used for several applications. 

However, they are subjected to disadvantages of easy duplication, as an unlimited quantity of precise copies can easily be produced, 

leading to the unauthorized distribution of copies in a multiple scale. Such act establishes the unusual threat to the rights of content 

owners, and therefore, copyright protection technology is developed, introducing Digital Watermarks, which are embedded in the middle, 

not possible to remove. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Unseen, but visible watermarks have been improved in protecting copyright articles, and documents, related to digital pictures and 

images.Today, it turned out to be a normal practice to embed watermarks in the tangible objects such as bills, legal letters, and documents to 

turn them invisible or somewhat unobvious for normal viewing. When these objects are viewed opposite light sources, the watermarks are 

obviously recognized and can be seen with our naked eyes, as they also help in authenticating bills [1,2].  

 

 
Figure1: Authenticated bills with Watermarks (Warycha, 2009). 

 

Watermarks clearly help recognize and ascertain the legitimate bills, and discard suspected counterfeit bills. Hence, it guides the public 

to be cautious, with proper observation, carrying the basic knowledge, to understand, spot and recognize the highly sophisticated fakes 

[8].  

 
Figure2: Kinds of Watermarks (Mehan, Dhir, & Brar, 2013). 

 

The IPR- known as Intellectual (Assets) Property, holding the basic Rights of standards commenced watermark customs and recorded them 

under the hiding of data processing. 

 

There are two kinds of Watermarks 

1. In Perceptible or Visible kind of Watermarks, there are translucent image form overlaying on the main figure. These types were 

specifically applied, as seen in ancestors‟ bond papers, in which case, the paper opacity could be distorted and changed, and 

subjected to real stamping on it with a similar marking pattern. Therefore, the watermarks, Perceptible or Visible are developed as 

an extended logo concept, as they appear only in images. Such logos form transparent images, and cannot be deleted or removed. 

Also, this kind of watermarks gets protection from statistical analysis attacks, are aided by agencies like Stock Photography, 

Stegnography, Cryptography in the watermark format and symbolic form of ("©") indicating image previews, as the product holds 

specific license.  
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The Perceptible or Visible watermark signals are entirely different from real signals, for example, introducing one watermark to the 

following image, help recognize the ownership and the source of that document, as they also help convey an instant ownership 

claim [6]. A transparent color digital photos and images can be added to the perceptible and visible watermarks without reducing 

the legitimacy and utilitarian purpose of the documents. This kind of watermark remains as the logo, site URL or the copyright, 

helps in designing, banner making, for computer painters, and further help transfer the work to the respective customers by the 

means of the Internet as a proof for assessment. The basic obstacle and drawback of perceptible or visible watermark concerns with 

degradation of its images and quality, which are possible to detect easily and visually [3]. They are used in devices like graphics, 

maps, and software application interface. The perceptible or visible watermark reduces the value, quality, and visual clarity and 

therefore its application is restricted to previewing the documents and content browsing [2].  

 

2. The watermarks of imperceptible kind basically conceal information in the documents and are invisible for the view [7]. This sort of 

data hiding term is applied only in the imperceptible watermark containing such data, which remains unknown and unidentified to 

the ultimate user, while the Imperceptible or Invisible watermarks help track documents, images, videos only to its prime owner [4].  

Properties of Digital Watermark: Perceptually normal, yet invisible; Robustness; Economical; Reversible, and Recoverable; 

Unnoticeable; Can identify the real owner; High rate of bits [5].  

Protecting the multimedia contents of digital formats has turned out to be extremely valuable matter for every owner of its subject matter, 

and substance, as much as to its service provider, and website owner. The watermarks are recognized to be the main techniques applied for 

the protection of achieving ownership rights, and an appropriate document to achieve this incorporate many distinctive methodologies for 

implant set data inside the multimedia elements. Due to its mounting reputation, and usefulness, the DWT-Discrete Transformation of 

Wavelet has been normally applied in the prevailing scheme of watermarking. In the basic DWT schemes, the coefficients of DWT are 

altered with relevant data, and thus characterize the respective watermarks. The schemes of  non-blind, hybrid kind related to DWT carry 

Single Values of Decomposition, called SVD.  

Immediately on destroying the main cover picture and rupturing the image in four segments, like HL, LL, HH, and LH, symbolizing L = 

Low-pass, H = High-Pass, the SVD can be appropriately applied to every group, and altered the single value of that remains the main cause 

of the image using the single value of visible watermarks. The frequency alterations further help the watermark scheme development, which 

is strong, robust, and vigorous to encounter any kind of forthcoming attacks. If we try to compare the basic and pure SVD schemes with 

those of hybrid algorithms, it will indicate that it remains essentially reliable, strong and robust [12].Today, the personal Computers 

connected to the Internet and WiFi system have helped to promote data and applications of multimedia distribution very quickly and easily. 

However, a decade ago, there were plenty of obstructions and complications to employ and operate digital data and multimedia distribution 

system, essentially because, it was newly introduced. Based on that, the effective applications of the copyright system and its protection in 

the case of media of communication, called multimedia acts were not properly introduced and hence they were not protected. Therefore, any 

number of digital images could be formed, copied and imitated, effortlessly reproduced, to obtain several duplicate copies, and no one could 

prevent that from happening. For the safety to protect digital form of watermarking, the new system was proposed to maintain the copyright 

ownership by the owner and the source of images or documents. This process was implemented by embedding the owners identity mark or 

logo in the digital format of images. The process of embedding with watermarks, transformed the space and domain rights and ownership 

holding techniques, creating the robustness of watermarks testing executed on image compression format, that was newly introduced 

[13].When the Audio, Video, and Images, get embedded with watermarks in the multitude signals, which could be easily obtained back and 

extracted for verification of ownership. The video Digital watermarks are of multiple kind, visible and invisible types of watermarking [14]. 

So far as visible watermarks are concerned, the impressions, logo, and related imprinted information emerges clearly in the structure of the 

video, becomes totally noticeable. While in the case of invisible watermarks, the logo, impressions or markings cannot be seen on the video, 

while it remains as perceptible yet invisible [15]. This kind of perceptible yet invisible watermarks imparts high video security from 

imitations, and pilferage, even though the noticeable and perceptible watermarking clearly safeguards the entire digital information, images 

and data with a better activated format. Therefore, the entire process of Watermarking innovative techniques is described, classified as- 

Space occupying  domain, or otherwise known as Frequency measuring domain, of Watermarking Technology. Space occupying or Spatial 

related kind of domain technology is equated, based on various correlation characteristics, it owns, as it adds noise, has different pixels and 

most insignificant Bits called LSB, and they are known as the modified techniques, in which case the least bit order of the chosen pixels gets 

altered. The domain of frequency techniques, transform domains, and remain a highly robust form of spatial or space occupying techniques 

of domain, which are of three kinds: 

A. The DWT form is also known as Distinct Wavelet Transformation; 

B. The DCT form, also called Distinct Cosine Transformation;  

C. The DFT format, called Distinct Fourier Transformation. 

In all these cases the DWT format remains highly effective and better equipped that all other two formats [16].  

 

II. RESEARCH WORK 

The dissemination and modification related to the digital medium demand content safety and protection of the subject beyond encryption. 

The watermarks hide information appearing in the multimedia and that helps protect decrypted content mechanism. There are three sections 

of the research work: 

1. To explore the limitations and strength of the prevailing watermark schemes; 

2. To research, design, plan and implement new innovative and advanced schemes to overcome and sweep away existing watermark 

drawbacks and limitations; 

3. To assess newly developed schemes by experimenting, by survey and taking the public view, using them in copyright protection 

schemes, recognize its tamper proof protection capability of detecting and authentication.  

The robust watermark system is geometrically strong, of semi-fragile digital nature images, and must be studied and researched. Under 

various conditions of manipulations, the robust condition of watermarks better suited for all copyright protecting subjects.  

Whether a hybrid model can be designed with an objective to fulfill various geometrical domains like tamper detection, copyright protecting 

scheme, and also as content authentication while evaluating the scenario of researching, assessment and investigation [9].  
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III. FUTURE SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 

A multiple, hybrid, perceptible, and also visible watermark technology forming digital color images plays a vital role, safeguards and 

protects digital copyright images. However, there is an enough scope for future work in designing robust inserting and extracting multiple 

watermark contents from geometrical attacks [4]. They carry two drawbacks, security and generality. The dull level of gray matters is 

restricted to darker shades, and videos and images are deprived of darker regions. Also the gamma based correction technology cannot be 

applied easily. Such drawback can easily be discarded by following global improvement operating technique like histogram equalizing 

simply by applying an added inverting operation extraction step depicted in their specified documents.Concerning security aspects, the 

embedded region remains flat by applying the noise removal function. Hence, a malicious invader can easily eliminate embedded messages 

by smoothening digital flat watermark areas, keeping proper visual content quality. Furthermore, the document read-only status can be 

implemented to deter the illegal circulation of files like PDF. Overall, these proposed schemes impart economical labeling functions for 

visual applications, but lack renewal capability. Hence, there should be a scheme to surpass prevailing perceptible watermarking technology 

to view quality, by defeating invisible watermarking techniques, because the watermark extraction added module is detached [2]. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The visible, yet unseen watermarks incorporate the advantages of invisible and noticeable watermark techniques. Devising similar innovative 

craft and artistry holding, enhanced security, and superior generality will provide an extensive relevance and purpose. No technique so far 

developed is robust enough to encounter possible damage; Almost all existing schemes need the help of the original watermark image for 

recovery, indicating fundamental limitations at a specific phase, when images can‟t be accessed;No algorithm can solve the problems 

relating to geometric change. Only limited algorithms can consistently face the accidental bending attack;Several schemes hold linear 

additional watermark, and limited algorithms can possibly encounter watermark duplication and ambiguity damage;Hence, the future 

innovative ideas are needed to nurture and effective progress the applications of the algorithm robustness.The visible technique and invisible 

technique of watermarks mentioned above offer an extra strength, and remain robust for the whole protection of copyright of documents, 

video and audio. When we apply the process of composite mapping by embedding the perceptible watermarks, it offers help to provide video 

strength and robustness, with protection. Hence, the projected algorithm and its mechanism, performs effectively on a bleak scheme and also 

the uncompressed video having .avi configuration. Therefore, there remains the potential work to be accomplished on the formats of colorful 

video, by which, the further work will function properly on every kind of video. 
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